
Our growing company is looking for a support senior analyst. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for support senior analyst

Excellent written and verbal communication skills required to communicate
incident and impact to all levels of the organization
Industry-specific training with In-depth knowledge of ITSM Incident, Problem,
Change, Configuration and Availability Management System is a highly
desirable asset along with knowledge of Batch scheduling (Autosys, CA-7),
experience with Cloud migration and tools such as Splunk, iDASH and Tivoli
After hour support duties including after-hours on-call rotation
Ability to multi-task while consistently ensuring that all expected and time
sensitive deliverables/materials are met and/or exceeded
Strong provider of knowledgeable customer service in performing problem
diagnostics towards resolution regarding the Wealth Management
Applications that are supported while maintaining agreed upon service levels
for production availability
Strong interpersonal skills and ability to work effectively while supporting
other members of the team in achieving unit objectives and providing
excellent client service
Possess acute sense of business acumen with a strong focus on delivering a
superior customer experience
Be “cross-trained” across the various activities (including technical know-how)
so that continuity of the systems is ascertained
Provide timely response to users’ support requests to ensure business
continuity, while ensuring the stability, integrity, security, accuracy and
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Make sure that the users’ access granting process is continuously adapted to
the business requirements and compliant with the PMI Policies and
Procedures

Qualifications for support senior analyst

Coach/educate others to ensure deliverables are understood and outcomes
meet requirements
Actively represents the group at meetings
Demonstrated leadership capabilities to work effectively with management
Knowledge of various operating systems (Windows, UNIX (AIX, Linux, and
Solaris), iOS, z/OS) and Cloud technologies
Knowledge of Middleware (ie
Ability to develop strong relationships with peers, internal and external
customers and technology partners


